A theorem on higher-order absolute differences taken from successive terms of bounded sequences is proved. This theorem establishes the property of bistability of such difference series and suggests a method for converting periodic discrete-time signals into the binary digital form based only on the computation of absolute differences. MSC: 37E05; 37M10; 94A12
Introduction
This paper advances an approach in dynamical systems [-] which is based on considering higher-order differences taken from the orbits of a given system. Such an approach is motivated by the observation that some natural systems process the information contained in the signals' difference structure. For example, it is claimed in brain theory that the visual cortex 'responds to contrast rather than the uniform luminosity' and the higher differences up to fourth order in these problems are considered [] .
The difference method reveals some new aspects in analyzing arbitrary time series and discrete dynamical systems. For instance, the difference characteristic γ introduced in [, ] demonstrates a strong correlation with the Lyapunov exponent [] used in deterministic chaos (the definition of γ can be found in [, ] ; see [, ] for its modification and discussions). Another possible generalization could relate to fractional analysis: it would be interesting to define the fractional analog of γ and apply it to chaos discrimination in fractional dynamical systems (such systems are studied, e.g., in [-]).
In the present paper another new aspect of the difference analysis, the bistability of higher-order differences taken from a bounded time series (discrete-time signals) is proved. Some possible applications to digital communication and signal processing in Section  are considered.
The content of this paper is the following. In Section  our main Theorem  is formulated. This theorem establishes the property of bistability for higher-order absolute differences taken from discrete-time signals. In the sense of applications it asserts that some systems operating on the basis of their inputs' higher-order differences should rather be classified over digital ones. The theorem suggests a method for converting some discrete (and sampled analog) signals into a binary digital form based only on computation of absolute differences; if applicable (e.g., as for the case of arbitrary periodic signals), this method http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/60 is more effective than the traditional ones used in communication theory. The proof of Theorem , based on a version of notion of peak sets originated in Banach algebras and approximation theory, is presented in Section .
Main results
In the difference analysis a given time series (or an orbit of a dynamical system) X is decomposed into two constituents-the sign and magnitude components. The sign component S reflects the alternation in monotony (increase/decrease) of higher-order absolute differences taken from successive terms of X and does not depend on their exact values. The magnitude (or height) component H consists of these absolute differences and does not depend on the sign distribution.
Let us proceed to formal definitions. Let
be an infinite bounded numerical sequence-this can be some time series, discrete-time signal, experimental data (long enough), or an orbit of iterates of some map. For natural m we consider mth-order absolute differences
and define the mth absolute difference sequence as
The matrices S = {δ 
where the coefficients k
One can see that k In this paper we are interested in the H-components of bounded sequences (discretetime signals). To formulate our main theorem, Theorem , we present Definition  -namely in the context of this definition the (physics-related) term "bistability" in Section  is understood. In what follows, for bounded X = (x i ) ∞ i= we consider the sup-norm: 
The (μ, )-binary sequences are μ-binary sequences, (, ε)-binary sequences are the sequences upper bounded by ε. For the case of finite sequences X of length n the above-given definitions are analogous, replacing in Eq. () and in Definition  the symbol ∞ by n +  and n, respectively.
The proof of next proposition is straightforward (and is omitted).
Proposition  A collection of sequences (X m ) m≥ is asymptotically μ-binary if and only if there exists a μ-binary collection
Theorem  is the main result of this paper. We define some notions involved in its formulation. For X = (f n ) 
We define the peak sets P m ,
(it follows from Eq. () that P m = ∅ for m ≥ ), modifying the corresponding notion from theory of Banach algebras (e.g., [] ). Let P m be numbered in increasing order of its entries,
In item (b) of Theorem  the following restrictions on P m are imposed:
The d m characterize the density of P m in natural series N. The first condition in () means that P m is dense enough in N (every segment of N of length m contains a point of P m ); the second relation implies that the set 
In these examples, E coincides with N; Eq. () holds, e.g., for T-periodic X. The next theorem establishes the bistability of higher-order absolute differences taken from discrete signals. In addition, it asserts (descriptively) that the denser the peak set P m is, the denser is the asymptotically binary H m . 
Theorem 
The condition Eq. () on peak sets in this theorem is imposed on the difference series H m , but not immediately on X, which leads to certain difficulties to decide whether for a given X its higher order difference series possess the asymptotic bistability. Theorem (c) asserts that this property always holds for arbitrary periodic X.
In the next corollary both options from Theorem (c) are presented (below, the real numbers f  , . . . , f T are called H-independent if for arbitrary λ  , . . . , λ T ∈ Z for which λ  + · · · + λ T = , the relation hold.
Let us outline some possible applications of the above-presented theory to signal processing. Theorem  suggests a method for converting the discrete signals into the binary ones based only on the computation of differences. For processing the signals X = (f n ) ∞ n= for which μ m converges to μ fast enough, this method can be far more effective than the ones which deal with replacing f n by their binary codes. Namely, we claim that, when applicable (e.g., if X is periodic), the difference converting method can reduce the data to be transmitted and can increase significantly the transmission speed. One can suggest the following scheme for processing (not only the transmission) the discrete-time signals by the digital systems: by Theorem  (and using Proposition ) a given X is converted into a binary form, which is then processed as a digital signal, and then the obtained (binary) signal is deconverted (provided that a number of S-components and some finite set of the resulting signal entries are given) by Proposition .
To illustrate this, we consider the periodic case. Let a signal X = (f n ) ∞ n= be periodic; by using the binary symbols it should be transmitted (it suffices to transmit the period f  , . . . , f T ). The traditional method, where each of the f i is replaced by a binary code of some length q, requires qT binary digits (bits) to be transmitted. By the difference method, this transmission task is solved as follows. Let m be a minimal number for which the sequence H m can be treated as a binary one (the ε m from Theorem  is small enough). According to Proposition , to transmit X one should transmit m(q + T + ) bits ((m + )q of them to transmit f  , . . . , f m and μ by usual method, mT to transmit S  , . . . , S m , and m bits to transmit H m ). If m < T, the ratio m(q + T + ) qT can be smaller than , i.e., the difference method indeed is more effective; e.g., if f i = i ( ≤ i ≤ T), then m =  and the above-mentioned ratio is indeed small if q and T are large.
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem  is based on the following lemma, where the notion of peak sets defined by Eq. () is essentially used.
Lemma  Let X = (f n ) 
